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Disconnect between farmers
and buyers resulting in lack of
revenue sources.

By streamlining the
connection of farmers to
buyers, we can make an
immediate impact!

There are few remaining places
to sell local produce due to
transportation and production
costs and time. Small farmers
are consistently underbid by
larger corporations with special
certifications. Consumers often
do not realize the importance of
fresh, local produce.

We have the connections and
knowledge to expand the
networking and advertising
potential of farmers by uniting
their local produce cooperative,
the AgInnovation Center,
Freshspire, and Vacation Vittles.
This will allow local produce to
reach end consumers.
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Through this process,
our team learned...

Farmers and Buyers are the
most direct stakeholders from
this project...

Farmers in the area do not have
enough revenue sources, creating
an exodus from the community
making it even more difficult for
people to support themselves and
for farmers to vend their goods.
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Numerous barriers challenge
farmers in their attempts
of growing a sustainable
business.
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The challenges of produce
distribution and the importance
of supporting local agriculture
How to balance multiple
stakeholder requests
Project management skills
Collaborative leadership and
team member alignment

Farmers have the opportunity
to increase their customer
base which would allow for an
increase in revenue.

Boost the economy of the
Sandhills Region.
Increase morale of people
living and working in Sandhills.

Buyers (restaurants, hotels, and
rental properties) can promote
the availability of local produce
while facilitating connections
with farmers.

P I V O T S + PA I N P O I N T S
AgInnovation Center
transportation

All of this work is done for
the community. We believe
through our efforts we will...

Help keep the farming industry
in the Sandhills.
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We tried getting local produce into schools.
In order to sell in schools, farmers must obtain
an expensive GAP Certification. We explored a
Future Farmers of America (FFA) produce stand to
circumvent GAP certification.
We explored stocking convenience stores with local
produce. We learned of a grant to help, but there
were many logistical challenges and a short deadline.

Please don’t let this steam run out!
We are making solid traction and seeing great
interest from the farmers and community!
Small Scale: Continue connecting farmers to sales
outlets by networking and enrolling new partners in
the Freshspire and Vacation Vittle’s systems.
Large scale: Create an advocacy campaign to bring
awareness and policy change to the importance of
sustainable and local farming operations.

